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Contained in this file is a sampling of programs used during the quarter to address the needs of the community in the 

public interest. Public needs were ascertained through general interviews in person, on the telephone, and through 

staff study of local news media including television and print. Respondents represent various ages, locations, 

economic status, ethnic backgrounds, and gender.... The top five (5) issues identified as concerns were as follows: 

life’s adversities, health & wealth, military, alcoholism, minorities. 

 

 

Family Talk  July 11&12, 2022, 6:00 am 
On today’s classic edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson interviewed a panel of doctors who insist that 
Mom and Dad lovingly let their toddler know that they are in charge.  Offered was a valuable dose of 
encouragement and insight on how to win the battle over bedtime and mealtime, the best toys for any age 
range, and the optimum number of hours of sleep a toddler needs per day. 
 

Focus on the Family  August 4&5, 2022, 10:00 am 
Brian and Cherie Lowe discuss their lackadaisical attitude toward finances during their first nine years of 
marriage and the moment they realized with horror that they were in over $127,000 in debt. They share the 
sacrifices they made, the determination they developed, and the challenges they faced when paying off their 
debt. 
 
Family Talk  August 12, 2022, 6:00 am 
Keeping the initial interest and spark alive in a marriage can be difficult to accomplish. What is the 
mysterious “it” factor that everyone seems to be after? On this edition of Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson and 
author Jean Lush advise women on how to keep their “feminine mystique” strong by fostering their intellect, 
confidence, and health. Proverbs 31:10-11 says, “Who can find a virtuous wife? For her worth is far more than 
rubies.” 
 
WAY Radio News  August 10-17, 2022, 3 to 6 PM 
During the week from August 10th through the 17th WAY Radio News aired several news stories informing listeners 

about school start dates, safety issues and the statewide school bus driver shortage and how it affects everything 

from students getting home late from school to accidental drop offs of special needs children to the wrong schools.  

Also broadcast in these news stories was the response from school authorities as to what’s being done to correct all 

problems. 

 
WAY Radio News  September 26-27, 2022, 3 to 6 pm 
As Hurricane Ian approached our listening area we presented several newscasts during our afternoon drive which 

gave regular updates from the Governor and Mayor, plus school closing information as well as tips to help our 

listeners get prepared for the storm and its aftermath. 

  

  

  

 
  


